A framework supported by a set of tools for turning digital signal processing algorithms into custom chips is proposed. The framework, called MOVAL, integrates analysis, layout synthesis and validation and is based on a structured top-down design methodology covering seven succinct abstraction levels: the behavioral, data representation, space/time, hardware, symbolic and geometric (mask) descriptions, and the chip. The top four levels efficiently cope with the implementation trade-offs and are all written in the same high level language, currently "C". As a result, the design can be modeled using a mixture of components defined at different abstraction levels. This allows an efficient mixed-mode multi-level validation. The hardware description is unambiguous and is the key to (semi-) automatic synthesis of the layout. Furthermore, it generates test vectors for the symbolic layout, the mask and, finally, the chip. The validation is done automatically, based on back substitution. As an example of the proposed design methodology, the crucial steps of the implementation of a fast Fourier cosine transform algorithm are described.
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A. Ligtenberg et aL / MOVAL: A framework for turning algorithms into chips
MOVAL, which is neither a magic work station concept nor an expert system, is still under construction. It is a framework or discipline supported by tools to translate digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms into specific purpose chips. The proposed method is based on the data-flow concept. Operation and memory elements are built in the hardware where they are required: This is in sharp contrast to the often-employed approach wherein a general digital signal processor architecture is programmed for the algorithm.
MOVAL allows the human designer to interact at all levels, in order to analyze the design tradeolis or to improve the synthesis of the layout. More precisely~ MOVAL starts by helping to define, to refine, and to verify the initial concept. Then, for each following step in the abstraction hierarchy, the correctness of that description can be verified automatically. The layout is synthesized with the help of generators from MOVAL's hardware level description of the algorithm. The use of MOVAL ends only when it helps to check if the fabricated chip is working correctly. Thus, MOVAL can be regarded as a backbone, covering in a top-down way, the stages needed to translate DSP algorithms into working custom chips.
Introduction
Increased control over the fabrication process and the availability of powerful software tools make special purpose chip design feasible and economical. However, even with the help of recent advances in software tools, the translation of a concept into a chip is not simple: it remains a time-consuming, tedious, and error-prone process, which involves the mastery of all kinds of skills.
A review of existing software tools reveals that the principal components of a design system consist of a powerful layout editor combined with verification/simulation programs. MULGA [ 14] is an example of a symbolic layout tool, which plays Signal Processing an important role in the proposed framework. It eliminates the need for the designer to know the process design rules thereby increasing his productivity. In brief, cell design is reduced to placing symbols (transistors, wires, and pins). Once a cell has been finished, its function can be simulated and verified by applying proper test signals (data, control and clocks). Finally, cells are put together in a hierarchy to obtain the complete symbolic description of the chip. A mask is generated from the symbolic description and sent to one of the foundries. One crucial question is "Will the chip work?". The answer depends on how good the chip is and whether or not it can be tested. Faults and design changes may require repeating the whole design process to obtain a 'working' chip. This iterative manual design process is schematized in Fig. 1 .
This manual design process has been proven to be successful for low-to-medium complexity chips, j hardwarocooceptp but problems occur as designs approach the MIT 1 level. There are two major bottlenecks in current custom chip design: the verification of the design steps (the hardware architecture, the layout and the chip) and the manual layout process (a potential for a large number of human errors). An even more important factor for a succesful chip design is the analysis and adoption of the algorithm for the specific-purpose custom chip implementation. Until now, algorithm analysis, within the context of custom chip implementation, has not had much attention. One reason for this is that, on the one hand, a 'hardware specialist', without detailed knowledge of signal processing techniques, is doing the design given a specific algorithm. On the other hand, signal processing oriented engineers have not had the knowledge necessary for chip design. In the future, it will be beneficial if both hardware and digital signal processing oriented knowledge are merged. This will allow a single person to understand the complete job, from analyzing the algorithm to designing a chip. Some of these bottlenecks are addressed in [13] , where custom chips containing up to MITs need to be produced and fabricated within one month using a team of specialists. These challenges are well recognized, and reflected in the steadily growing literature on silicon compilers [9, 10] , CAD tools [7] , and VLSI expert systems [1] .
One approach to implementing digital signal processing algorithms is to make use of a fixed architecture found, e.g., in a general purpose digital signal processor chip. The performance (in terms of computational power) of this kind of implementation can be improved by generating a specific purpose processor or processors [2, 8] . In both cases, the algorithm is implemented in software. Depending on the algorithm, specialized hardware modules and/or a reduced instruction set can be used. All these implementations suffer from the Von Neumann bottleneck. This bottlet Instead of the term VLSI, a more precise definition involving the number of integrated transistors is used in this paper. KIT and M IT stand for chips containing Kilo Integrated Transistors and Mega Integrated Transistors, respectively. 121 neck is not present in a data-flow architecture, where the memory and the control are distributed in the architecture. A special type of data-flow is a systolic architecture [4] . These architectures are characterized by synchrone execution of identical and simple processing elements. This regularity has the advantage that it simplifies the design task. Broadening of the class of systolic architectures can be obtained by allowing all kinds of processing elements in one design. However, the implementation of an algorithm using the most effective processing element considerably increases the complexity of the design task, and forces the use of high level design tools.
This article presents a design methodology for efficiently mapping digital signal processing algorithms into custom chips. In Section 2, the proposed concept, called MOVAL, is described. Section 3 deals in more detail with the abstraction levels and the trade-offs introduced by the concept. Some aspects of analysis, verification, and synthesis are described in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6, the design methodology is demonstrated with a case study based on the design of a fast Fourier cosine transform (FFCT) chip [ 11 ] , which has been designed following the lines proposed in this paper.
The MOVAL concept
The MOVAL framework is based on six major concepts. First, the human designer must have the possibility to interact with the system at every level, because his insight is essential to obtain high performance chips. Second, the system integrates analysis, layout synthesis and verification. This integration simplifies but also unifies the mapping of algorithms into chips, and is necessary to reduce design time. Third, use is made of the generator (parameterizable super-cell) concept which provides a layout correct by construction. Human layout, which is one of the time-consuming and error-prone design steps, is replaced where possible by automatic generation. Fourth, hierarchical Vol, 11, No. 2, September 1986 abstraction levels are used to separate trade-offs and to simplify the implementation task. Fifth, the same high level language, currently "C", is used for the first four abstraction levels. The advantage is that the correctness of the implementation can be verified using a mixture of abstractions levels. Sixth, the correctness of successive levels is provided by automatic cross-checking. The advantage is that errors are detected in the earlier stages of the implementation.
Based on these concepts, a structured design methodology is provided. It consists of seven abstraction levels, each of which adds more detailed information:
(1) the behavioral (functional description written in the programming language "C"),
(2) the data representation (adding precision and accuracy information implemented by Cmodules), (3) the space/time (adding bit serial/parallel and concurrent/sequential information), (4) the hardware (adding timing and control information), (5) the symbolic layout (adding geometric information, using MULGA layout system), (6) the mask (adding technology information), (7) the chip. These levels provide a hierarchy, which is thought to be necessary to handle the design of complex custom chips. Furthermore, it allows efficient separation of the design trade-offs. MOVAL, which is the proposed framework, supports these abstractions levels and is written in a single language: It merges analysis, layout-synthesis and verification. Analysis is an interactive process, the results of which are reflected in the structure of the descriptions at every level. The layout is (semi-) automatically synthesized from the MOVAL hardware description. Verification is applied to each of the levels and is performed automatically. The function of the different domains is described next.
Levels of abstraction and analysis
From design specification to chip implementation is a difficult problem, throughout which Signal Processing
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different kinds of trade-offs must be made and where one has to manage voluminous amounts of complex data. To realize the transition of idea to chip, a partition of the problems can be useful. The proposed division of the problem and subsequently the hierarchy of abstraction levels differs from what is generally applied (from block diagram to logic to switch level). MOVAL is an attempt to realize this by introduction of hierarchical implementation levels. Successive levels contain all the information of the previous levels adding further specifications, obtained by the analysis of a single aspect. The concept is that at every level the designer will refine the idea and analyze a single trade-off. This approach is admittedly suboptimal, because it tries to find an almost optimal solution for one aspect instead of for all the aspects at the same time. However, most of the aspects can be considered as orthogonal and can be optimized independently. Furthermore, none of the existing methods uses a structured way to handle custom chip trade-offs. For a structured approach, it is important to break the design process into the basic elements (abstraction levels) and to analyze the role of each element (trade-offs).
The behavioral domain
In the behavioral domain, the initial description of the algorithm is found, as well as the refinements to adapt the algorithm for custom chip integration. The major characteristics of the behavioral domain are the following:
(1) The algorithm is written at a high level of abstraction, thus allowing a simple and compact form.
(2) The precision of the data can be regarded as infinite, thus making rounding and truncation errors negligible.
On this level, different ways to express the idea need to be studied with respect to its signal processing characteristics and implementation suitability. Mostly the designer concentrates on the reformulation of the algorithm to tailor it to custom chip implementation. Depending on the application, insight must be gained in the signal processing features of an algorithm, for example, bandwidth, computational aspects, noise immunities and so on. Once an algorithm has been chosen, it is important to reduce the number of operations and the communication costs. A data flow diagram is appropriate for reflecting both aspects.
The data representation domain
At the second abstraction level, one specifies: (1) the data representations (fixed point unsigned, two's complement, floating point, etc.), and (2) the number of bits of each data path. This means that the resolution and accuracy of the implementation will be fixed. The effects of the choices can easily be computed by comparing the results of the data representation description with those obtained with the behavioral description. Results can be shown in error histograms or, when human senses (image, sound) are at the end of the chain, directly presented to a human being.
The data representation description is obtained by replacing the arithmetic operations of the behavioral domain by procedures describing these operations. Floating point variables are replaced by variables with a data structure. The data structure contains the data representation, the number of bits and the actual bit values. Fig. 2 illustrates this for the simple example of a multiplication performed with two's complement coding. The multiplier structure is derived by modifying the Baugh-Wooley algorithm as shown in Appendix A.
A mask function is used to truncate or to round the output variables. This can be required to avoid data length explosion, for example, multiplying an N-bit word with an M-bit word results in an ( N + M)-bit answer.
Space/time domain
The space/time trade-off is an always reoccurring and important phase of the design. It applies to every operation one wants to implement. One chooses to process the data concurrently or sequentially. Concurrent processing is limited by chip area (for example, if a single chip can hold 123 four 16 x 16 multipliers, this gives an upper limit on the number of parallel operations). Sequential data processing implies that operators are shared in time. Furthermore operations can be performed bit serial or bit parallel. The choice is partly determined by the throughput specifications. If the specifications allow latency, then pipelining can be appropriate to increase throughput.
Unfortunately, there exists no generally accepted criterion to express chip performance and to optimize the space/time trade-off. Therefore, a new chip performance measure named FAMMS (full adder operation per squared mm second) is proposed. It is a similar type of measure as the ones used to express computer performance (number of FLOPs, floating point operations per second). FAMMS relates the number of operations per time unit to the silicon area needed for it and expresses the computational power of the silicon area. It reflects the trade-off between bit serial and parallel arithmetic as well as concurrent and sequential processing. For digital signal processing it turns out to be a very useful measure, because digital signal processing can be thought of as performed with two basic elements only: operations (full adders) and memory (registers).
The hardware domain
It is at this level that clocks and control signals must be analyzed and specified. The resulting description establishes a one-to-one logical relation with the chip. It allows a (semi-) automatic synthesis of the layout. Furthermore, the hardware description allows the possibility of accessing every node in the circuit. It is used for the generation of vectors to verify the correctness of the symbolic layout, the mask and the chip and couples analysis, layout-synthesis and verification.
Layout-synthesis
Efficient fully automatic layout of digital processing algorithms has yet to be achieved. Our layout strategy [5] relies on human assistance to mult,2c(x, y, OUt') * Input': * Out,put,:
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.ymsx = .y-> n; improve the performance of automatically generated layout. The assistance of powerful design tools plays an important role in obtaining a satisfactory floorplan, in laying out specific cells or in improving the routing. The approach used for automatic layout is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The fundamental tools are generators and routers. Parameters for generators are defined depending on their function. Specifications for arithmetic operations or mathematical functions include the functional parameters (data representation), the speed requirements (space/time), and the geometry of the silicon area (fioorplan). Routers must be capable of routing at the symbolic as well as at the mask level. They obtain a connection list from the hardware description.
Verification
The ultimate design goal is to produce a working chip in a timely manner. Therefore, it is important to detect errors as early as possible. To do so, the descriptions at the successive abstraction levels are verified for their functional correctness as soon as they are accomplished by comparing the results of the current abstraction level with a higher level.
This comparison is done automatically by using the same input data and checking the results.
There are different methods of generating input test data. Interactive generation by the human, where an interface is used, allows the input of decimal number representation. Other possibilities are the use of waveform generators or real world data. To verify the correctness of the layout, one can use a switch level simulator for the functionality and more accurate simulators for timing. The input of all of these is the same as the input to the first four MOVAL domains. The hardware domain gives us the possibility of finding the correct results for every node. Thus, in theory, all nodes can be checked for correctness. Once the chip is back, the same procedure is valid, as above. The verification approach is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Unmatched verification results indicate errors at the abstraction level under test and need to be corrected before proceeding with the implementation.
Another important point is that MOVAL also allows a multi-level mode simulation. An algorithm can be described at different levels. For example, a portion exists only in the behavioral description, another has been laid out, and another part already exists as a chip. The MOVAL concept allows the integral verification of all these parts at the same time by mixing the different levels. algorithmic description application requirements mnguage 
An example
As an example of the presented methodology (MOVAL), the crucial steps in the implementation of an eight-point discrete cosine transform algorithm for image data compression are described.
Behavioral level
The discrete cosine transform of length N for a real vector x(0), x(1),..., x(N-1) is defined as [3] 
For k = 0 there is an additional scaling constant of ½~/2. Direct implementation of equation (1) requires O(N 2) operations. Therefore, fast algorithms requiring O(N log N) operations are better suited for implementation. In the VLSI context, for fixed point arithmetic, the area needed for an adder is negligible in comparison to the area occupied by a multiplier. Thus, an algorithm requiring a Signal Processing minimum number of operations was developed [12] . Its software image is written and checked with the DCT definition. To prove the correctness of the implementation, it is sufficient (due to the linearity property) to compare the results for the basis vectors.
Further refinements of the algorithm are made by inspecting the data flow diagram. A rough area estimate shows that some of the operators must be shared. A full concurrent implementation would require twelve multipliers and thirty adders. To share operators, regularity needs to be improved by adapting the data flow, as shown in Fig. 5. 
Data representation trade-off
The next step is to select a proper data representation and fix the data width. In our case, a two's complement representation is chosen for all the variables. This is because the input data is only eight bits (image), which eliminates the need for floating point arithmetic. Furthermore, two's complement coding provides an efficient implementation of arithmetic operations. These choices are translated into a new software image, adapting the behavioral abstraction level into the data representation abstraction level, where explicitly two's complement code and a fixed number of bits are used. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for a rotation (major part of the algorithm).
The correctness of this new description is compared with the behavioral model. Having the behavioral and data representation description of the algorithm, an analysis can be made of the effects of rounding and truncation.
Space/time level
Once data representation and width have been fixed, one has to analyze the space/time trade-off. This includes two major choices: first, the number of concurrent processing elements must be determined and, second, one has to decide between bit parallel or bit serial arithmetic. Throughput specifications aiming at least 100 Mbit per second lead to a choice in favor of bit parallel processing operator implemented with three multiplications and two additions) to fit in the width of the chip. Next, the software image is arranged so that the bit parallel operations are shared (Fig. 8) . The correctness is checked against the data-representation description.
Hardware level
At this stage, the software image is completed with memory elements, buffers, clock and control logic as well as clock and control signals. A graphical representation, and the code for the first stage of the algorithm are shown in Fig. 9 .
The created software image specifies every node and is unique. A two phase clocking scheme is used. The maximal clock rate is determined by the path delay in the multiplier, simulated as 150 ns. From the hardware description, the semi (-automatic) layout can be produced. Software procedure-based generators are used for layout synthesis of operators, such as multipliers and adders. A connection list, derived from the hardware description, forms the input for routers. A set of test vectors is generated, specifying each bit at every observable node in the circuit (Fig. 10) .
Layout
The MULGA design system is used to manipulate the symbolic layout as well as the mask. The Example of human generated input vectors (samplel, sample2, degrees) 100 100 0 100 100 0.5 100 100 45 100 100 90 100 100 180 Automatic generated test vectors for a functional simulator rotator 5 5 phil 1 0 phi2 1 0 inl 10 2 in2 10 2 alpha 10 2 2 outl 10 2 out2 10 2 0 1 0010011000 0100110000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0 0 0010011000 0100110000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 1 0 0010011000 0100110000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0 0 0010011000 0100110000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0 1 0010011000 0100110000 0000000000 0001100000 0011000000 0 1 0010011000 0010011000 0000000100 1001100000 1001100000 0 0 0010011000 0010011000 O000000100 1001100000 1001100000 1 0 0010011000 0010011000 0000000100 1001100000 1001100000 0 0 0010011000 O010011000 0000000100 1001100000 1001100000 0 1 0010011000 0010011000 0000000100 1111111111 1100010000 0 1 0010011000 0010011000 0000000001 1111111111 1100010000 0 0 0010011000 0010011000 0000000001 1111111111 1100010000 1 0 0010011000 0010011000 0000000001 1111111111 1100010000 0 0 0010011000 0010011000 0000000001 1111111111 llO00IO000 Once the complete layout has been created, one verifies it automatically using the test vectors generated with the hardware description. Multi-level verification is achieved by substituting a software module with a model obtained from the layout. However, errors are quite unlikely, if the layout is automatically created with generators.
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Conclusions
A discipline, MOVAL, for dedicated digital signal processing custom chip design is proposed. MOVAL integrates analysis, (semi-) automatic layout synthesis and automatic verification for digital signal processing designs. This is achieved by the definition of seven abstraction levels: the behavioral, the data representation, the space/time, the hardware, symbolic layout, the mask and the chip description. The unambiguous hardware domain description allows a (semi-) automatic layout, based on generators. Beside design time reduction, the advantage is that automatic layout is correct by construction. The verification is done fully automatically in a sequential fashion, starting at the behavioral level and going all the way down to the chip. All the levels are written in the same language (C), which has the advantage that it allows multi-level mixed mode testing. Different from other methods, MOVAL emphasises on analysis during the design phase to produce high-performance chips.
In the present authors' opinion, the only way to" handle 'complex' (KIT or MIT) custom chips is by a structured method such as MOVAL. It provides the designer with a top-down design discipline and allows him or her to handle efficiently the trade-otis required for high performance custom chips.
131
Only a small part of MOVAL is constructed yet. Much work remains to be done to bring MOVAL to maturity. The product is obtained with summations only. Furthermore, one's have to be added to the 2 "-2 , 2 "-1 , and 2 ("-1)" positions. Implementation is achieved with and, nand, full adder (fa) and halfadder (ha)
Xn
gates. Two types of halfadder gates can be distinguished, with a carry set to one (hal) and with the carry set to zero (ha0). The use of these half-adders permits the incorporation of the addition of one's into the structure. The structure of the resulted multiplier is illustrated in Fig. A.1 . 
